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Objectives

• Frameworks and tools for a systematic approach to market research
• With a $0 budget

• With a $1,000,000 budget

• So you can understand your market and build your business plan

• Terminology

• Practical advice and resources
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What is market research?

A tool explicitly designed 
to inform a  business 

decision



Using market research to inform business decision making

… to profitably influence their behavior and 
disproportionately drive growth

… our business can identify compelling elements of 
product design and specific actions that must be taken 
during their decision-making process…

By understanding when, why, and how customers 
make decisions…



You have three years…launch this drug
1st Generation: sevelamer hydrochloride
Pills only

2nd Generation: sevelamer carbonate
Fewer side effects
Pill and Powder forms

?



Framework 
for a 

marketing 
(and market 

research) 
plan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql-N3F1FhW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql-N3F1FhW4


A Marketing Plan or product strategy can be defined by two overarching choices

Slide no 9

Where to Play How to Win



Slide no 10

1. How do we define our market at launch?

2. What growth opportunities (i.e., leverage areas) will we target?

3. What currently unmet customer (physicians, patients and payers) needs will we focus on?

4. What clinical strategy will we pursue and what elements of that strategy will we prioritize?

5. What changes do we want to induce in the behavior of physicians, patients and payers? How do we want to effect this 
change?

6. What will be our sequence for targeting segments? In what way(s) will we reach these target segments (i.e., will they be 
core segments or spillover segments)?

7. How will we drive behavioral change in our target segments?

Where to Play

Choices are defined by underlying strategic 
business questions



Choices are defined by underlying strategic 
business questions

Slide no 11

8. What is the competitive landscape today and what will it be at launch?

9. What will our value proposition be and how will it differentiate us and prove compelling to our target segments (e.g. gain 
access with payers)? What key messages will we convey and at what price will we offer our product?

10. What specific activities should we undertake in marketing and selling our product?

11. What level of total investment is required? How will we optimally allocate our available resources?

12. How will we define success? What key metrics will we use to measure against that definition?

How to Win



Defining Good vs. Bad Choices

Slide no 12

A Good Choice Is … A Bad Choice Is …

 Explicit: Made between mutually exclusive, explicitly stated 
and practical options

 Defensible:  Logically derived from accumulated knowledge

 Balanced: Accounting for the completeness of information 
used and the level of risk involved

 Actionable: Leading to clear action steps

 Mobilizing: Creating positive momentum in the organization

 Made between options that are hard to describe or distinguish

 Based on untested assertions

 Dismissive of risks and unknowns

 Made without true commitment to follow through

 Ineffective in spurring action and implementation



Market Research should be tailored to specific 
business needs

1) “Ethnographic” 
(observation/immersion)
2) Focused interviews

“Qualitative”

“Quantitative”

Also known as “conjoint analysis”

Source: Note on Market Research. Stanford Graduate School of Business. Case E-165. June 18, 2004.



Conjoint analysis / choice modeling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su2qIrTmv1c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su2qIrTmv1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su2qIrTmv1c


You have three years…launch this drug
1st Generation: sevelamer hydrochloride
Pills only

2nd Generation: sevelamer carbonate
Fewer side effects
Pill and Powder forms

http://www.renvela.com/
http://www.renvela.com/


Practical advice
• Observe and/or immerse yourself in the problem you are solving

• Include market research – even a small amount for incentives to interview – in 
your budget!

• Use screening questions to ensure targeted respondents are selected

• Writing interview/survey questions:
• Be pragmatic and open to feedback

• Always start with pragmatic open-ended questions (“tell me what problems you experience in 
your job”) before going into details (e.g. showing your product profile) – avoid priming effect

• Avoid asking if respondent “likes” something… A new product or service must be able to 
change a customer’s existing behavior if it is to gain acceptance

• Have multiple team members review the same research results

• Gerson Lehrman Group – finds experts (for a fee) when you can’t find your own



Appendix
Detailed business strategy questions



Strategic Choice #1

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• What are the market’s key dimensions and how is it structured across those dimensions today? How will the market 

look at launch?

• What are the attractive areas within the market?

• What growth opportunities exist within the market?

How do we define our market at launch?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #1 - Detailed Business Questions

• What are the market’s key dimensions and how is it structured across those dimensions today? How will the market look at launch?

• What patient and physician characteristics are relevant? 

• What are the critical intersections of physician and patient characteristics?

• What criteria do payers use to grant access?

• Where do our existing products fit within the definition of the market?

• What treatment alternatives are available on the market?

• What major trends will influence the evolution of the market?

• What uncertainties are there about the future that could influence its evolution?

• What are the attractive areas within the market?

• What is the size of the market overall, and what is driving its growth (e.g., current and future market size, incidence rates)? How large will it be at launch?

• How large are individual areas within the market? How large will they be at launch?

• What, if any, are the major barriers to access in certain areas of the market? 

• Where do we think we can profitably enter the market? Do certain areas offer us pricing advantages?

• Which areas of the market are overcrowded? Do we anticipate these areas to look different at launch?

• What growth opportunities exist within the market?

• What intersections of physicians and patients are un-served or underserved?

• What is the potential value that serving these intersections could create?

• Are competitors already working to serve these areas and, if so, are they facing any significant challenges in doing so?

• Do we think we have the capability to serve these areas of the market? If not, can we build 

that capability in advance of launch?

How do we define our market at launch?



Strategic Choice #2

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• What is the buying process for our therapeutic area / condition / disease state of interest?

• Where in the buying process do we think we should focus to drive behavioral change?

What growth opportunities 

(i.e., leverage areas) will we target?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #2 - Detailed Business Questions

• What is the buying process for our therapeutic area / condition / disease state of interest?

• How do physicians or patients form impressions or learn facts prior to ever making a specific prescription decision? 

• How is a decision to prescribe made today – who is involved, what steps do they move through, what factors are considered, what 

sources of information do they draw upon?

• Would we anticipate any significant changes in how a prescription decision is made at launch or beyond?

• Where in the buying process do we think we should focus to drive behavioral change?

• Are there or will there be behaviors, steps, or other points in the buying process that would appear to disproportionately benefit us 

(e.g., patient assessment dimensions, diagnostic test usage, source of referral)?

• Are there or will there be behaviors / steps in the buying process that hinder or impede the decision to use our product?

• Which specific behavior(s), when changed or reinforced, would produce disproportionate growth for us?  What drivers would we 

need to reinforce? What barriers would we need to overcome?

• Is it plausible that these behaviors could be changed or reinforced? Do we currently have the capability to do so? If not, can we build 

that capability?

• Directionally, what would the label to drive that change look like?

• What are the top few most attractive behavioral objectives and why?

What growth opportunities 

(i.e., leverage areas) will we target?



Strategic Choice #3

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• What needs for efficacy, safety, tolerability, and affordability are currently underserved or unmet?

What currently unmet customer (physicians, patients and payers) 

needs will we focus on?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #3 - Detailed Business Questions

• What needs for efficacy, safety, tolerability, and affordability are currently underserved or unmet?

• What is the current standard of care? Is it sufficient?

• What would represent a visible, noticeable improvement upon the current standard of care?

• How are unmet needs prioritized within each area of the market?

• Do we think physicians would be willing to change their behaviors to satisfy these needs?

• What is the value associated with satisfying these unmet needs?

• Are other competitors working on satisfying these unmet needs?

• How have others worked toward meeting these needs in the past? 

• How have they failed?

• Do we have the evidence we need to say we can succeed?

What currently unmet customer (physicians, patients and payers) needs will we focus on?



Strategic Choice #4

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• How will our product be differentiated from the competition?

• What clinical trial design options are important to consider?

• What design options (clinical and/or pricing & reimbursement design) are available to align pricing with value 

across patients and indications?

What clinical strategy will we pursue and what elements of that 

strategy will we prioritize?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #4 - Detailed Business Questions

• How will our product be differentiated from the competition?

• What unique experience will our product create for the customer? What unique components of value will our product create for customers?

• What are the specific, measurable, functional attributes of our product that we can identify from our clinical trials that will help create this unique experience?

• How will pricing align with value across patients and indications at launch? How will it compare to competitor pricing?

• What clinical trial design options are important to consider?

• What claims do we want to be able to make about our product that will position it as meeting an unmet need, drive behavioral change, and differentiate us from the 

competition?

• Does the aspirational label represent a realistic statement, and therefore need to be updated? Or is the label purely aspirational, and therefore not in need of an 

update?

• What updates should we make to the aspirational label based on latest clinical research results?

• To validate and substantiate claims and to support labeling negotiations, how should our Phase 3 clinical trials be designed (e.g., what should the endpoints be)? 

• What important subpopulations should we consider in our clinical trial design? Are there specific endpoints that we should aim for based on these subpopulations?

• What data needs to be captured during Phase 3 trial to justify a price premium? 

• What design options (clinical and pricing/reimbursement design) are available to align pricing with value across patients and indications?

• What economic or clinical claims do we want to be able to make about our product 

that support the economic story and prove compelling to the key economic 

decision makers?

What clinical strategy will we pursue and what elements of that strategy will we prioritize?



Key Underlying Business Questions*

• Where in the buying process do we think we should focus to drive behavioral change?

Strategic Choice #5

What changes do we want to induce in the behavior of physicians, 

patients and payers? 

How do we want to effect this change?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #5 - Detailed Business Questions

• Where in the buying process do we think we should focus to drive behavioral change?

• Are there or will there be behaviors, steps, or other points in the buying process that would appear to disproportionately 

benefit us (e.g., patient assessment dimensions, diagnostic test usage, source of referral)?

• Are there or will there be behaviors / steps in the buying process that hinder or impede the decision to use our product?

• Which specific behavior(s), when changed or reinforced, would produce disproportionate growth for us?  What drivers 

would we need to reinforce? What barriers would we need to overcome?

• Is it plausible that these behaviors could be changed or reinforced? Do we currently have the capability to do so? If not, can 

we build that capability?

• What are the top few most attractive behavioral objectives and why?

What changes do we want to induce in the behavior of physicians, patients and payers? How do we want to 

effect this change?



Key Underlying Business Questions*

• Which different groups of customers exist in our market?

• What opportunities exist within segments?

• Which opportunities should be pursued first?

Strategic Choice #6

What will be our sequence for targeting segments? In what 

way(s) will we reach these target segments (i.e., will they be core 

segments or spillover segments)?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #6 - Detailed Business Questions

• Which different groups of customers exist in our market?

• What characteristics (e.g., demographics, patient situation, physician attitudes) define customer segments with unique behaviors or reasons 

for their behaviors?

• What combinations of these variables can our organization act upon? Could this change in the foreseeable future?

• What opportunities exist within segments?

• How attractive (in terms of size, growth, potential share, etc.) is each segment? Which segments will deliver disproportionate value?

• What is the level of effort required to activate each segment? 

• Who are our key competitors in our target segments? How entrenched are they?

• Which opportunities should be pursued first?

• Accounting for current strategic business priorities, what is the optimal order in which to activate these segments?

• What are the upsides to our sequencing plan? What are the downsides? 

• How will the activation of a segment influence neighboring ones?

What will be our sequence for targeting segments? In what way(s) will we reach these target segments (i.e., 

will they be core segments or spillover segments)?



Strategic Choice #7

How will we drive behavioral change in target segments?

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• Why do our target customers behave the way they do today?

• What do we need to do to unlock growth within our target physician, patient, and payer segments?

• How can we ensure that we are internally aligned on the rationales for our interventions in the market?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #7 - Detailed Business Questions

• Why do our target customers behave the way they do today?

• Who are our customers? What social, organizational and physical environments do they exist within, and what constraints or opportunities exist for particular 

products? How will these change at launch?

• What do our customers desire from the use of disease treatment alternatives and specific brands available today? What aesthetic, emotional, functional, self-

expressive, and financial experiences are they seeking?

• What beliefs and associations do customers have with disease treatment alternatives and specific brands available today? How do these fit with their desired 

experience?

• What do we need to do to unlock growth within our target physician, patient, and payer segments?

• What specific insights can we capitalize on to drive our target customers to behave the way we want them to?

• What motivates customers to behave in certain ways? What will motivate them to use our product when it is launched?

• What prevents customers from behaving the way we want? Will these barriers exist at launch? What will remove them?

• What is the interrelationship between drivers and barriers across target customer segments? What effect will removing barriers to unlocking one segment have on 

others?

• How can we ensure that we are internally aligned on the rationales for our interventions in the market?

• How do the insights into drivers and barriers shape actions with clinical, sales, managed markets, and other functions within our organization?

• How can we ensure that everyone in the organization has appropriate insight into the drivers 

and barriers to desired behavior so that their role in activating the customer is understood?

How will we drive behavioral change in target segments?



Strategic Choice #8

What is the competitive landscape today and what will it be at 

launch?

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• Which companies and brands are we competing against?

• What do we anticipate about the nature of competition?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #8 - Detailed Business Questions

• Which companies and brands are we competing against?

• Which compounds are we going to be competing against?

• Are these compounds part of a broader competitor franchise in this area?

• What do we anticipate about the nature of competition?

• What are the competitors goals in this market space?

• Are they seeking leadership or participation in the therapeutic area?

• What customer (physician, patient, payer) behaviors are they trying to change?

• Which segments are they targeting and in what priority?

• What assumptions is the competitor making about the market?

• Where do they think the market is headed?

• Who do they think poses the biggest competitive threat to their company? To each brand?

• What do they believe customers care about when making prescription and access decisions?

• How do they expect us to behave? How do they view our launch with respect to their products?

• What resources do competitors have at their disposal?

• What relationships do they have customers, especially payers?

• What is their reputation with KOLs?

• What strategic alliances and partnerships do they have in place? Do we anticipate these to continue to exist as we move toward our own launch?

• What strategic choices have competitors made? How might they evolve in the future?

• To ensure sustained commercial success, are they developing a full pipeline of products or a single asset?

• What is their overarching “how to win” plan? What is it for individual brands? How are

they going to market?

• What value proposition have they developed as a company? For their brands? What 

is their economic position?

What is the competitive landscape today and what will it be at launch?



Strategic Choice #9

What will our value proposition be and how will it differentiate 

us and prove compelling to our target segments (e.g., gain access 

with payers)? What key messages will we convey and at what 

price will we offer our product?

Key Underlying Business Questions*
• What are the attractive ways customers could think of us, as opposed to competitors, at launch and beyond?

• What are the most meaningful reasons to believe in our product that would define its position?

• What messaging will we deliver to drive behavioral change?

• What are the current reimbursement practices in the US for this therapeutic area, particularly in reference to managed care?

• What constitutes value for major segments of payers and other important decision makers (e.g., patients, hospitals, PBMs, 

employers)?

• What design options (clinical and/or pricing & reimbursement design) 

are available to align pricing with value across patients & indications?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #9 - Detailed Business Questions

• What are the attractive ways customers could think of us, as opposed to competitors, at launch and beyond?

• What space does our product occupy in our customers’ minds relative to competing products?

• What are the most meaningful reasons to believe in our product that would define its position?

• What messaging will we deliver to drive behavioral change? 

• What claims can we make about our product that will drive behavioral change?

• Which are the key product attributes that can be leveraged in communication to drive behavioral change?

• What are the key functional and emotional customer benefits that we should emphasize moving forward?

• What are the current reimbursement practices in the US for this therapeutic area, particularly in reference to managed care?

• Who is, or are, the key economic decision makers? Do we think they be the same economic decision makers at launch? 

Who and what influences economic decision making?

• To what extent are patients, physicians, or employers organized and committed to demand reimbursed access today? Do 

we think this will change at launch?

• To what extent are patients committed to pay outside the reimbursement system today? Do we think this will change at 

launch?

• What constitutes value for major segments of payers and other important decision makers (e.g., patients, hospitals, PBMs, 

employers)?

• How do our relative dimensions of value hold up to what customers in the market want today? Will this change at 

launch?

• What design options (clinical and/or pricing & reimbursement design) are available to align pricing with value across patients 

and indications?

• What economic or clinical claims do we want to be able to make about our product 

that support the economic story and prove compelling to the key economic 

decision makers?

What will our value proposition be and how will it differentiate us and prove compelling to our target 

segments (e.g., gain access with payers)? What key messages will we convey and at what price will we 

offer our product?



Strategic Choice #10

What specific activities should we undertake in marketing and 

selling our product?

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• What are our strategic goals for launch?

• What tactics will we use to reach our goals?

• What level of medical education is required and how do we 

plan to achieve that level?

• How will we integrate our goals and tactics into international communication and messaging strategies?

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #10 — Detailed Business Questions

• What are our strategic goals for launch?

• What tactics will we use to reach our goals?

• What external agencies (advertising, strategic, medical education, promotional, etc.) will we use to assist us?

• What are our communication requirements? 

• What level of medical education is required and how do we plan to achieve that level?

• How will we integrate our goals and tactics into international communication and messaging strategies?

What specific activities should we undertake in marketing and selling our product?



Strategic Choice #11 

What level of total investment is required? How will we optimally 

allocate our available resources?

Key Underlying Business Questions*

• What execution capabilities do we need to have in place to ensure a successful launch? 

• What is the optimal marketing mix at launch?

• What is our sales force model?

• What are the manufacturing requirements for the US market? 

* High-level questions are provided here; additional, detailed sub-questions are listed on the subsequent slide



Choice #11 — Detailed Business Questions

• What execution capabilities do we need to have in place to ensure a successful launch? 

• What is the right mix of roles needed to support launch activities?

• What core competencies do each of these roles need to possess?

• What sales force model do we need?

• What is the optimal marketing mix at launch?

• What levers can we pull to effect our desired behavioral changes?

• What are the costs of interaction and minimum requirements for interaction to drive behavioral change?

• Do we have the organizational capability to create / pull these levers?

• What is our sales force model?

• What are the manufacturing requirements for the US market? 

What level of total investment is required? How will we optimally allocate our available resources?



Strategic Choice #12

How will we define success? What key metrics will we use to 

measure against that definition?

Key Underlying Business Questions

• What aspects of our performance are we going to evaluate and what can we track moving forward to optimize 

future growth?

• What data gathering and reporting system resources do we need in place to effectively measure our success?

• What are we going to track pre-launch vs. post-launch (or both)?


